
KRANNERT CENTER Stud io Theatre Seat ing Gu ide l ines 

Five standard seating configurations are available for the Studio Theatre; Thrust, Proscenium, Arena, Stadium, and Dance. 
Details of these arrangements can be found on the standard Studio Theatre Groundplan on KCPATD. Additionally there have 
been additional configurations created that fall within acceptable variations, including: East or West Thrust, East or West 
Proscenium, and Reverse Thrust, which can also be found on the same drawing.  

If the production is considering other variations to the seating configurations, the Production TD should bring the proposed 
ideas to the attention of the KCPA TD as soon as possible to make a determination of whether the revisions are possible within 
the mechanical limits of the equipment and the legal limits of fire regulations. Seating arrangements for Studio productions in 
the following season must be pre-determined in the late spring of each year so that the box office may sell season 
subscriptions. 

Wheelchair Seating 
- A minimum amount of floor seating options must be maintained in all seating configurations. This means that a row of floor seats in at least one seating
bank must be retained to allow access for our patrons in wheelchairs and their companions.
- Wheelchair patrons must have clear and close access to the lobby exits for their egress in case of an emergency, so the floor seats designated as
wheelchair seating should be located in the bank closest to, or with the most direct access to, the lobby exit(s).

In all arrangements the following fire regulation and ADA minimums must be observed. 
- Each audience member will have two separate and distinct paths of exit along major aisles from either the end of their row of seats or from the end of 
the minor aisle that services their row of seats.
- A minimum of 3 fire exits must be retained. One of these exits must be a lobby door and another must be one of the north doors to the exterior.
- All exits must be well marked with lighted exit signs that are visible to the audience at all times. These should remain lighted at all times. If masking is 
added that obstructs the exit signs from the view of the majority of the audience, the Production TD should request that additional temporary exit signs be 
added by Building Operations.
- All aisles must be well lighted during times they are to be used by the audience (pre-show, intermission, post-show, and evacuation conditions).
- Any situation requiring that judgment be used in determining whether or not the arrangement is acceptable will be referred to the KCPA TD (and/or the 
Production Manager).

Studio-Major Aisles 
Major aisles are those on the same level as the lobby and are intended as the primary means of egress by large portions of the audience, including 
those patrons in wheel chairs. 

- 42" wide aisles (minimum at narrowest point- 48" preferred), with no change in elevation, must be maintained to all fire exits. In floor situations, this is
measured from the front of the chairs in the seating bank to the first obstruction on the set (this of course excludes a flat painted surface).

- 60" wide aisles should be maintained between the ends of seating units with angled ends and continue to the Lobby exits.

- 84" of flat floor surface must be maintained between any seating sections where Wheelchair seating is to be used and the stage. This is measured from
the front of the lowest riser in that seating bank to the first obstruction on the set (this of course excludes a flat painted surface). There must be ample
space for a wheelchair patron to pass in front of a seated wheelchair patron when traveling to their seat.

- Major aisles must be as direct and as obvious as possible, and must not "dead-end".

- No portion of the major aisles may cross the set, although a portion of the width for a major aisle may be calculated into the painted floor perimeter of
a set, if no change in elevation occurs.

Studio-Minor Aisles 
Minor aisles are those that change level (primarily up and down risers) and are intended for audience to use in reaching their seats. 

- 30" wide aisles (minimum at narrowest point- 36" preferred)

- Minor aisles must be straight and direct and as short as possible.


